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THE ALPINE FIT - 100% BLISTER-FREE

01 | CUSTOMIZED FIT
Customizable Fit technologies allow you to tailor
your fit to the unique shape of your foot – giving
you all-day support to accommodate the range of
movements necessary for any adventure in the
mountains.

02 | GRIP & TRACTION
Outsoles are specially developed to produce
excellent traction and durability in any conditions,
without compromising comfort.

04 | ERGONOMICS IN ACTION
State-of-the-art ergonomic technologies help to
effectively wrap and support the foot, in order to
gain the best sporting performance.

05 | CLIMATE CONTROL
Climate Control ensures optimum temperature and
humidity in your shoe, even during highly aerobic
activities.
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03 | HEEL LOCKING
Heel containment guarantees a combination of
flexibility, ankle support and precise fit to prevent the
formation of blisters.
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3F
The trademark SALEWA 3F System connects the instep area of the shoe
with the sole and heel; ensuring flexibility, support and the correct fit where
it’s needed.

MULTI FIT FOOTBED
The Multi Fit Footbed provides instant comfort and stability to your foot by
allowing you to customize your fit with a removable MFF insole layer.

MULTI FIT FOOTBED +
The innovative multi-layer MFF+ allows for more customization on the
forefoot by using two interchangeable layers to accommodate a greater
range of foot shapes and sizes.
*Insole layers included separately in box.
FLEX COLLAR
The FLEX COLLAR increases the ankle‘s rear range of motion and comfort
during descents, thanks to a curved shape that follows the plantar flexion
of the ankle.

EXA SHELL
The EXA Shell grid structure wraps around your upper foot, providing you
with a precise fit and perfect front-foot balance. The shell also minimizes
abrasion of the upper material.

CLIMBING LACING
Climbing Lacing offers accurate adjustment in the toe-area of your shoe,
giving you more support and performance when tackling technical terrain.

3D LACING
3D Lacing divides the lacing system into two individually adjustable
sections (forefoot and midfoot). This allows you to fine tune the fit for your
customized balance of comfort and performance.

OVERLAP CLOSING
Overlap Tongue Construction provides perfect wrapping and superior
comfort in the arch area.

MOTION GUIDANCE
The sole and midsole are developed in synergy to support the natural
movement of the foot and provide excellent sure-footedness over any
terrain.
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3S COMBI SYSTEM
Multi-density microporous rubber midsole for ultimate edging performance
on rocks. TPU insert at heel for perfect compatibility with semi-automatic
crampons.
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3S COMBI
SYSTEM

FULL-PRO SOLE
An ergonomic and sturdy Pebax® midsole, to match walkability and perfect
compatibility with full-automatic crampons.

BILIGHT MIDSOLE
Ergonomic, long-lasting and durable cushioning. Its ergonomic shape and
mechanical properties provide superior shock absorption even on steeper
terrain for greater comfort than a standard sole.

FERRATA ZONE
Specific right-angled lugs in the midfoot tread zone maximize force applied
through the foot. This provides better grip, e.g. on via ferrata rungs and
ladders.

STRETCH GAITER
Designed to keep out trail debris, such as grit and leaves.

ANTI-ROCK HEEL CUP
Stability and durable protection on even the toughest trails.

SWITCHFIT ADJUSTMENT
To quickly switch from hike to climb mode. By lacing the additional offset
eyelet, the heel is pulled in and the foot is pushed forward into the toe area.
This compresses the toes, the same way as in climbing shoes, to increase
the ability to stand on smaller holds with greater precision.
EDGING PLATE
This special insole plate provides greater stiffness under the toes without
affecting flexibility in the rest of the shoe. For greater climbing precision,
but still with full walking comfort.

EXTERNAL TOE CAP
Increases comfort on the long run by keeping its shape and properties
substantially unchanged in comparison to the traditional internal reinforcements in the toe box.

GUMFLATE
Adapts to the ground, providing a wider contact area for greater grip. Offers
more comfort by reducing pressure points under the sole.
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ALPINE GRIP
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04 | POMOCA SPEED
MTN
The Speed MTN sole is
characterized by a balanced ratio between
grip and traction. Grip
is given by the new
POMOCA Butylic compound, performing at
high level both on dry
and wet hard surfaces.
On the other side on
mud and soft terrain
traction is guaranteed

by the special lug
profile. A sole for fast
mountain approaches or traversing with
constant grip.

ALPINE TREKKING
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01 | VIBRAM WTC
Aggressive tread and
a minimalistic profile
provides a natural feel
for optimal traction,
lightness and walkability.

03 | VIBRAM SALEWA
PRO
A unique SALEWA/
Vibram® outsole, with
aggressive lugs that
offer a new level of
grip on mud and snow.
The climbing toe
profile offers a new
level of edging performance.

02 | VIBRAM NEW
MULAZ
Ideal for most mountaineering conditions,
the outsoles are
self-cleaning, grippy
and offer traction on
soil.
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05 | VIBRAM HIKE
APPROACH
Outsoles with the
necessary grip,
flexibility and durability to tackle the most
demanding excursions
in complete safety.

06 | MICHELIN®
WANDER HIKER
The deep wavy base
adapts to the ground
giving an increased
contact area for
better grip and shock
absorbency. The wide
contact base, aggressive sculptures and
MICHELIN® Outdoor

07 | VIBRAM MTN
TRAINER EVO
Self-cleaning
outsoles with deep
grooves and aggressive lugs that guarantee traction on mud,
snow and ferratas‘
ladders.

08 | VIBRAM OBAN
SOLE
Optimum balance
between traction,
flexibility and self
cleaning. This outsole
is designed to
provide superb grip
and adaptability
in mixed mountain
terrain.

09 | POMOCA ALPEN
SOLE
Design studied to
provide progressive
walking and high
traction, to tackle the
most demanding
excursions in
complete safety and
comfort.

11 | MICHELIN® ULTRA
TRAIN
Lower grooves, small
sculptures, longitudinal flex grooves, and
the MICHELIN® Outdoor
Compound provide
outstanding traction
and stability over hard
terrain.

12 | POMOCA® SPEED
HIKING SOLE
Designed for natural rolling and great
traction. The S Path
keeps the foot's
centre of pressure on
the terrain. And the
aggressive lug design
performs in different
terrain and weather
conditions.

Compound provide
optimal stability and
traction on uneven
terrain.

SPEED HIKING
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10 | MICHELIN® LITE
TRAIN
Aggressive sculptures
and groove design
combined with the
MICHELIN® Outdoor
Compound for great
traction and adaptability on soft and
uneven terrain.
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THE ALPINE FIT
MOUNTAINEERING
MOUNTAINEERING
MOUNTAINEERING

Mountaineering boots have to handle the toughest terrain, with or without
full or semi- automatic crampons. They provide a precise, technical fit and
good support.
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01 | BILIGHT MIDSOLE
Ergonomic, long-lasting and durable
cushioning. Its ergonomic shape and
mechanical properties provide superior
shock absorption even on steeper terrain
for greater comfort than a standard sole.

03 | 3D LACING
3D Lacing divides the lacing system into
three individually adjustable sections
(forefoot and midfoot). This allows you
to fine tune the fit for your customized
balance of comfort and performance.

05 | MULTI FIT FOOTBED +
The innovative multi-layer MFF+ allows
for more customization on the forefoot
by using two interchangeable layers to
accommodate a greater range of foot
shapes and sizes.
*Insole layers included separately in box.

07 | OVERLAP CLOSING
Overlap Tongue Construction provides
perfect wrapping and superior comfort
in the arch area.

EXTERNAL
TOE CAP

F LE X COLLAR

3F

3S COMBI
SYSTEM

02 | EXTERNAL TOE CAP
Increases comfort on the long run by
keeping its shape and properties substantially unchanged in comparison to the
traditional internal reinforcements in the
toe box.

04 | FLEX COLLAR
The FLEX COLLAR increases the ankle‘s
rear range of motion and comfort during
descents, thanks to a curved shape that
follows the plantar flexion of the ankle.

06 | 3F
The trademark SALEWA 3F System
connects the instep area of the shoe with
the sole and heel; ensuring flexibility,
support and the correct fit where it’s
needed.

08 | 3S COMBI SYSTEM
Multi-density microporous rubber midsole
for ultimate edging performance on rocks.
TPU insert at heel for perfect compatibility
with semi-automatic crampons.

09 | FULL-PRO SOLE
An ergonomic and sturdy Pebax®
midsole, to match walkability and
perfect compatibility with full-automatic
crampons.
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ALPINE FIT
TECH APPROACH
Our Tech Approach footwear combines cushioning and flexibility,
with a precise fit and performance climbing soles.
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03 | EXA SHELL
The EXA Shell grid structure wraps around
your upper foot, providing you with a precise fit and perfect front-foot balance. The
shell also minimizes abrasion of the upper
material.

05 | CLIMBING LACING
Climbing Lacing offers accurate
adjustment in the toe-area of your
shoe, giving you more support and
performance when tackling technical
terrain.

EDGING
P L AT E

3 F T O TA L

02 | EDGING PLATE
This special insole plate provides
greater stiffness under the toes without
affecting flexibility in the rest of the
shoe. For greater climbing precision, but
still with full walking comfort.

TECH APPROACH

01

01 | SWITCHFIT ADJUSTMENT
To quickly switch from hike to climb mode.
By lacing the additional offset eyelet, the
heel is pulled in and the foot is pushed
forward into the toe area. This compresses
the toes, the same way as in climbing
shoes, to increase the ability to stand on
smaller holds with greater precision.

04 | 3F
The trademark SALEWA 3F System
connects the instep area of the shoe
with the sole and heel; ensuring
flexibility, support and the correct fit
where it’s needed.

POMOCA BUTYLIC COMPOUND
POMOCA® Butylic Compound provides
high-performance grip on both dry and
wet surfaces.

ORTHOLITE FOOTBED
Long-term cushioning, high breathability
and unique moisture management. This
lightweight, washable OrthoLite footbed
provides unparalleled comfort.
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ALPINE TREKKING
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ALPINE FIT
ALPINE TREKKING
Our Alpine Trekking footwear is designed to tackle all types of mountain
terrain. It offers a precise fit, good protection and superb grip and
adaptability.
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05 | 3D LACING
3D Lacing divides the lacing system
into two individually adjustable sections
(forefoot and midfoot). This allows you
to fine tune the fit for your customized
balance of comfort and performance.

CLIMBING
LACING

3F

02 | FLEX COLLAR
The FLEX COLLAR increases the ankle‘s
rear range of motion and comfort during
descents, thanks to a curved shape that
follows the plantar flexion of the ankle.

04 | CLIMBING LACING
Climbing Lacing offers accurate
adjustment in the toe-area of your shoe,
giving you more support and performance
when tackling technical terrain.

06 | 3F
The trademark SALEWA 3F System
connects the instep area of the shoe with
the sole and heel; ensuring flexibility,
support and the correct fit where it’s
needed.

06
MFF+
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03 | EXA SHELL
The EXA Shell grid structure wraps around
your upper foot, providing you with a precise fit and perfect front-foot balance. The
shell also minimizes abrasion of the upper
material.

F LE X COLLAR

07 | MULTI FIT FOOTBED
The Multi Fit Footbed provides instant
comfort and stability to your foot by
allowing you to customize your fit with a
removable MFF insole layer..

08 | GUMFLATE
Adapts to the ground, providing a wider
contact area for greater grip. Offers more
comfort by reducing pressure points under
the sole.

09 | FERRATA ZONE
Specific right-angled lugs in the midfoot
tread zone maximize force applied
through the foot. This provides better grip,
e.g. on via ferrata rungs and ladders.

ORTHOLITE FOOTBED
Long-term cushioning, high breathability
and unique moisture management. This
lightweight, washable OrthoLite footbed
provides unparalleled comfort.
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ALPINE TREKKING
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01 | BILIGHT MIDSOLE
Ergonomic, long-lasting and durable
cushioning. Its ergonomic shape and
mechanical properties provide superior
shock absorption even on steeper terrain
for greater comfort than a standard sole.

TOTAL GRIP

SPEED HIKING

L I T E
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ALPINE FIT
SPEED HIKING
Our Speed Hiking footwear combines the lightweight design and grip
of a trail running shoe with the support and protection required by
hiking footwear.

MOTION
GUIDANCE

STRETCH
GAITER
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01 | MOTION GUIDANCE
The sole and midsole are developed in
synergy to support the natural movement
of the foot and provide excellent surefootedness over any terrain.

03 | STRETCH GAITER
Designed to keep out trail debris, such as
grit and leaves.

3F

ANTI-ROCK
HEEL CUP

02 | 3F
The trademark SALEWA 3F System
connects the instep area of the shoe with
the sole and heel; ensuring flexibility,
support and the correct fit where it’s
needed.

04 | ANTI-ROCK HEEL CUP
Stability and durable protection on even
the toughest trails.

OCX COMPOUND BY MICHELIN®
TECHNICAL SOLES
MICHELIN® Outdoor Compound X for
ultimate adherence on wet and slippery
surfaces.

POMOCA BUTYLIC COMPUND
POMOCA® Butylic Compound provides
high-performance grip on both dry and
wet surfaces.

POMOCA® S PATH
The S Path is designed to keep the foot's
centre of pressure on the terrain and
support natural rolling.

SPEED HIKING

ORTHOLITE FOOTBED
Long-term cushioning, high breathability
and unique moisture management. This
lightweight, washable OrthoLite footbed
provides unparalleled comfort.
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